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Event idea Ecuador 

For other event ideas, please contact us at ecuador@dmcprofessionals.com 

 

The Spirit of the Anaconda 

 
The depths of the Amazon, some 30 years ago, were feared by most mortals. We know now, 

however, that they have been -and still are- simply deeply misunderstood. The fantasies of 

impenetrable tangles filled with monstrous insects, flesh-eating fish, snakes large enough to 

devour a man and long-lost barbaric tribes ready to spear intruders that revolve around these 

sanctuaries of natural life and biodiversity; are only as real as an unadventurous mind believes 

them to be. 

 

It was precisely some 30 years back that we first decided to head out to these jungles and 

discover how truly wonderful the Amazon was and how fascinating it became to show this to 

others in all of its splendor. Today, in this environmental age, Amazon has never been so 

pertinent and we proudly present the new Anakonda River Cruises as the most tweaked, 

ergonomic and thought-out way to discover the mystery, spirit, life, and multicolored infinity 

of the most biodiverse corner on Earth. 

 

Great program: 

 
This is a journey that takes us into the endless heart of biodiversity, which extends its 
fabulous prism of life throughout the Amazon Basin. 
 
As detailed below, the very nature of this jungle realm teaches us that the best way to 
explore it, is through a unique means of transportation: navigating down the river on a 
fabulous, state-of-the-art vessel, set to explore this truly unique environment. 
 
The inspiring adventure will provide many unexpected, astonishing encounters. We will 
discover the Yasuní (the largest National Park of Ecuador), a wild and untamed realm in 
the heart of the Ecuadorian Rainforest. We will climb observation towers to enjoy unique 
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perspectives of the forest and explore black water rivers escorted by otters and turtles. 
We will hike trails learning about the wonderful flora that creates the eternal green of 
Ecuadorian Amazonia. 
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